iPPI-PseAAC(CGR): Identify protein-protein interactions by incorporating chaos game representation into PseAAC.
Investigation into the network of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) will provide valuable insights into the inner workings of cells. Accordingly, it is crucially important to develop an automated method or high-throughput tool that can efficiently predict the PPIs. In this study, a new predictor, called "iPPI-PseAAC(CGR)", was developed by incorporating the information of "chaos game representation" into the PseAAC (Pseudo Amino Acid Composition). The advantage by doing so is that some key sequence-order or sequence-pattern information can be more effectively incorporated during the treatment of the protein pair samples. The operation engine used in this predictor is the random forests algorithm. It has been observed via the cross-validations on the widely used benchmark datasets that the success rates achieved by the proposed predictor are remarkably higher than those by its existing counterparts. For the convenience of the most experimental scientists, a user-friendly web-server for the new predictor has been established at http://www.jci-bioinfo.cn/iPPI-PseAAC(CGR), by which users can easily get their desired results without the need to go through the detailed mathematics.